School (K-1)
Word-family map

- reads
  - read
  - reading

- read-along
- read-aloud

- reader
  - reader's
  - readers'
  - readings
  - readable

- reread
  - rereads
  - rereading
School (K-1)
Word-family map

- writes
  - wrote
  - writing
  - written

- rewrite
  - rewrote
  - rewriting
  - rewritten
  - prewrite
  - prewrites
  - prewrote
  - prewriting
  - prewritten
  - unwritten

- typewriter
  - typewritten

- handwriting
  - handwritten

- writer
  - writer's
  - writers'
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School (K-1)
Word-family map

name

- name's
- names
- named
- naming

- nickname
- first name
- last name

- nameless
- namely

- rename
- renamed
- renaming
School (K-1)
Word-family map

book

- book's
- books'
- books
- booked
- booking

- rebook
- rebooks
- rebooked
- rebooking

- booklet
- booking

notebook
handbook
scrapbook
yearbook
textbook
pocketbook
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"Where is this city?" asked Dorothy. "It is exactly in the center of the country, and is **ruled** by Oz, the Great Wizard." *(The Wizard of Oz)*

The children told Ms. Hardy the good things they could do in the sandbox, and she wrote their ideas on a chart. We can call them **Rules** for playing in the sandbox, she said. *(Trouble in the sandbox)*

You can have a great time if you just remember the **rules**: no running and no pushing anyone into the water. *(My friend is from Korea)*

Pete planted roses. Zeke played flute tunes. In this place, Pete and Zeke did **rule**! *(Zeke and Pete rule)*

To have power over a group of people or a place (v)

An idea that tells you what you can and can't do (n)
School (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

On the day the album finally came out, Drake was all over New York City…. He appeared at a Best Buy store to sign copies of his album. (Aubrey Drake)

“We can meet under your porch. That will be our clubhouse.” Harold painted the sign. It said THE BF CLUB. (The best friends club)

A piece of wood, metal, or plastic that gives information (n)

To write your name in a special way (v)

As soon as he got there he secretly wrote this note:…. Hello, my name is Maximiliano Farias. I would like to be your friend. Please write to me. He signed his name and gave his address. (A pen pal for Max)

The crossing guard holds up his big stop sign. He tells the cars when to stop. (School helpers)